Asteroseismic observations from space can provide us with long time series of uninterrupted high quality data for many stars at the same time. The CoRoT satellite (Convection Rotation and planetary Transits) was launched successfully in December 2006 and provides high precision photometery for a large number of stars. Here we present our research on (late G and K) red giant stars observed during the first long run (150 days) of CoRoT with the 'eye' dedicated to exo-planet research.
Introduction
Solar-like oscillations in red-giant stars are observed using both spectroscopy (e.g. Frandsen et al. 2002 , Barban et al. 2004 , De Ridder et al. 2006 ) and photometry (e.g. Barban et al. 2007 , Stello et al. 2007 , Kallinger et al. 2008 , Tarrant et al. 2008 . Results from these observations left room for discussion about the observability of non-radial modes in red giants and the lifetime of the stochastic oscillations. Longer time series of data, such as the 150 day time series from CoRoT, could reveal more details about these phenomena. Here we present the selection and first analysis steps of red giants observed in the CoRoT exo-field during the first long run in the direction of the centre of the Milky Way (LRc01).
Selection
In the CoRoT exo-field ∼ 12 000 stars in the magnitude range 11-16 mag in V are observed during each run with a cadence of 512 or 32 seconds. Although the main focus was on red dwarfs, many red giants are observed. A selection procedure to identify the red giant candidates was developed based on amplitude spectra, using the following criteria: (1) excess amplitude in the frequency range 20 -120 µHz; (2) width of the excess of at least 20 µHz or several peaks over a similar range; (3) some excess at low frequencies, which is interpreted as granulation. After an automatic selection based on the above criteria, all pre-selected stars are examined manually. From this selection it became clear that solar-like oscillations in this frequency regime are not observable for stars fainter than 15 mag in V, most likely due to 
Data analysis
Although CoRoT delivers high quality data, non-stellar trends and jumps are present in the light curves and need to be corrected. Therefore, a correction using the following steps is performed: (1) subtract a trend modelled by a 2 nd order polynomial; (2) detect jumps by comparing mean flux values in adjacent time bins with a width of at least a few times the oscillation period; (3) fit polynomials in all parts separated by the jumps and divide the data by these polynomials.
Currently a full analysis of the selected candidates is performed in different groups in Belgium, Paris, Tautenburg and Vienna. This includes the search for oscillation frequencies, mode identification, and lifetimes. Details of these analyses and results will be published in subsequent publications.
